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Trapping and amplification of unguided1

mode EMIC waves in the radiation belt2

3

Abstract4

Electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves can cause the scattering5

loss of the relativistic electrons in the radiation belt. They can be clas-6

sified into the guided mode and the unguided mode, according to waves7

propagation behavior. The guided mode waves have been widely inves-8

tigated in the radiation belt, but the observation of the unguided mode9

waves have not been expected. Based on the observations of Van Allen10

Probes, we demonstrate for the first time the existence of the intense un-11

guided mode EMIC waves in the radiation belt. Growth rate analyses12

indicate that the hot protons with energies of a few hundred keV may13

provide the free energy for wave growth. The reflection interface formed14

by the spatial locations of local helium cutoff frequencies can be nearly15

parallel to the equatorial plane when the proton abundance ratio decreas-16

es sharply with L-shell. This structure combined with hot protons may17

lead to the trapping and significant amplification of the unguided mode18

waves. These results may help to understand the nature of EMIC waves19

and their dynamics in the radiation belt.20
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Introduction21

The earth radiation belt is dynamically influenced by multiple types of waves,22

one of them is the electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) wave, which has been23

widely investigated in recent decades [1–9], and has been considered to have24

the potential to remove the relativistic electrons from the radiation belt over a25

time-scale of several hours [10–20].26

The typical EMIC waves have often been observed just below the hydrogen27

(H+) gyrofrequencies (fcH+), with left-hand polarizations (L-mode) and quasi-28

parallel wave vectors [3, 5, 7]. In the radiation belt, the existence of minor ions29

(He+ and O+) sperate the cold plasma dispersion curves of EMIC waves into30

several branches, and the L-mode EMIC waves can belong to two types of31

propagation modes: one is the guided mode and the other is the unguided mode32

(Supplementary Fig.1), according to whether the wave group velocity is guided33

by the ambient magnetic field [21, 22]. The guided mode waves can propagate34

in the same L-shell within which the substorm injected hot ions are trapped.35

The anisotropic hot H+ with the energy of tens of keV can resonate with the36

waves of guided mode, and lead to the wave growth [21, 23–30]. Moreover, the37

anisotropic H+ distributions induced by the magnetospheric compression may38

also lead to the generation of guided mode EMIC waves close to fcH+
[2, 31–35].39

Therefore, the commonly observed EMIC waves are widely investigated based40

on the guided mode [36–40].41

Simulations have suggested that the convective amplification of the unguided42

mode waves will not be significant, as the wave normal angle increases very43

quickly and the waves rapidly move to larger L-shell [21, 22, 40]. Moreover, as44

the wavenumber of the unguided mode is relatively larger than that of the guided45

mode (Supplementary Fig.1), the resonant energy may exceed the peak energy46

of the substorm injected hot H+, which does not favor the wave generation.47

Up to now, the investigations of unguided mode EMIC waves in the radia-48

tion belt have been ignored. However, the hot H+ with hundreds of keV can49

inject into the ring current during storms [41], theoretically providing the energy50

source for the generation of unguided mode waves. Moreover, the smaller group51

velocities of unguided mode waves may lead to the larger convective growth52

rates, which can favor the wave generation [42].53

The motivation of the present study is based on the following questions:54

Can we find the distinguishable unguided mode EMIC waves that are locally55

generated below fcH+? If so, what’s the difference of the generation mechanism56

between the guided and unguided mode waves? Here we identify the existence of57

the intense unguided mode EMIC waves in the earth’s radiation belt by present-58

ing Van Allen Probe [43] observations. We will propose that the generation of59

these waves are associated with a new type of wave trapping mechanism, which60

is controlled by the spatial variation of ion abundance ratios. In the discussion61

section, we will focus on the question that whether the unguided mode EMIC62

waves are common in the radiation belt.63
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Results64

Overview of the Event65

As shown in Figure 1a, the event was observed by Probe A on 15 December66

2015, during the recovery phase of a magnetic storm, after at least three suc-67

cessive prominent substorms where AE > 500 nT. In Figure 1b−c, the hot H+
68

fluxes detected by the Radiation Belt Storm Probes Ion Composition Experi-69

ment (RBSPICE) instrument [44] and the Helium, Oxygen, Proton, and Electron70

(HOPE) mass spectrometer [45], enhance in four distinct energy ranges: below71

10 keV, 10 − 30 keV, 30 − 100 keV and 100 − 600 keV. The peak energy of72

the hot H+ for each energy range decreases with L-shell, indicating the energy-73

dispersive substorm injected ions [41]. From Figure 1d, the satellite passed74

through the plasmapause at L ∼ 2.87, and the background electron number75

density ne which was measured by the High Frequency Receiver (HFR) [46] of76

the Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument and Integrated Science (EMFISIS)77

suite [47], dropped from ∼ 100 cm−3 at just outside the plasmapause to ∼ 2078

cm−3 at L ∼ 3.7. Measured by the triaxial fluxgate magnetometer (MAG) of79

EMFISIS, the conspicuous H+ band waves appear from L ∼ 3.1 to L ∼ 3.7, as80

exhibited in Figure 1e. These waves with quasi-constant frequencies appear to81

be intense just outside the plasmapause and decay gradually with the increasing82

L-shell.83

Wave analyses and Ion Abundance Ratios84

The detailed wave properties are exhibited in Figure 2. In general, the time85

series of the wave spectra can be divided into three distinct regions based on the86

observational characteristics, as marked by the blue boxes. The Region A waves87

appear at MLAT ∼ -1.5, have the strongest magnetic spectral density PSDB ,88

associated with the quasi-parallel wave normal angle ψ and small compressional89

ratio PSDB‖/PSDB , indicating that they were propagating roughly along the90

axis perpendicular to the equatorial plane. Furthermore, the general direction91

(shown by the diamonds, which are the spectrum-weighted averages) of the92

Poynting fluxes appears to be northward for the inner waves, and be southward93

for the outer waves, as shown in Figure 2f. The Poynting fluxes for almost all94

these intense waves possess an inward orientation according to Figure 2e. The95

results of the ellipticity ǫB show predominately left-hand polarization, indicating96

that the waves belong to the L-mode. As the satellite moved away from the97

Earth, Region B waves were observed in successive time series, but these waves98

show a decrease in PSDB of approximately one order. The most outstanding99

phenomena are recorded in the ǫB spectra, where the waves exhibit left-hand100

polarization inside L = 3.46 but right-hand polarization outside. There is a101

sharp boundary that roughly shifts from a higher frequency at inner L to a102

lower frequency at outer L. This phenomenon may indicate the pass-through of103

the He+ crossover frequency fcrHe+, and the waves with right-hand polarization104

should belong to the R-mode. Independent of the polarization, the waves with105
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Figure 1: Overview of the background conditions of the wave event recorded
by Van Allen Probe A on 15 December 2015 : (a) SYM-H index and AE index
(shaded region marks the period of the wave event). (b) Background electron
number density ne (dashed lines for the location of the plasmapause). (c,d)
Energy-dependent H+ differential fluxes jH+ at a 90◦ pitch angle measured by
RBSPICE and ECT HOPE. (e) Magnetic power spectral density PSDB . The
white dashed curves trace the local gyrofrequencies of hydrogen, helium, and
oxygen. The blue box marks the period of the wave event.
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Figure 2: Analyses of wave properties and wave mode. (a) Magnetic power
spectral density PSDB . The blue boxes roughly separate the three distinct
regions with different observational characteristics. (b) Wave normal angle ψ
(unifying the two field-aligned orientations). (c) Wave ellipticity ǫB . (d) Wave
magnetic compression ratio PSDB‖/PSDB . (e) The azimuthal angle of the
Poynting flux φS (0◦ represents away from the Earth). (f) The angle of the
Poynting flux with respect to the ambient magnetic field ψS . Black diamonds
in (e) and (f) are the spectrum-weighted averaged angles within the frequency
range of 4.8− 5.2 Hz (red dotted lines), and they share the same axis with the
corresponding color bars. (g-i) The theoretically calculated distribution of the
ellipticity ǫ∗B for the given ion abundance ratios. The colored solid and dashed
lines trace the local crossover frequencies fcrHe+ and cutoff frequencies fcutHe+.
(j) Dispersion relations under the observed plasma conditions. The red curve
represents the observed wave mode. The letter ‘L’ and ‘R’ denote the left-hand
and right-hand polarizations, respectively.
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different values of the wave normal angle ψ or compressional ratio PSDB‖/106

PSDB are highly mixed. Moreover, the spectrum-weighted averaged angles107

of Poynting fluxes point mainly away from the Earth or along the azimuthal108

direction (Figure 2e), with a relatively small angle with respect to the equatorial109

plane (Figure 2f). The outermost waves are presented in Region C, with a wave110

power 2 orders of magnitude smaller than that of the waves in Region A. The111

wave vectors are almost perpendicular to the ambient field, the compressional112

ratios are relatively large, and the polarizations are predominantly right-handed,113

indicating these are the oblique R-mode waves.114

With increasing L-shell value, the relative frequency f/fcH+ increases for the115

observed H+ band waves with a quasi-constant frequency, and the polarization116

mode thus changes from L-mode to R-mode. Such a phenomenon indicates that117

the waves belong to the unguided mode [21], as illustrated in Figure 2j. Here, we118

perform the plasma diagnostics to verify the wave mode and estimate the ion119

abundance ratios ηs. As shown by Figure 2c, a series of fcrHe+ (and also cutoff120

frequencies fcutHe+) can be obtained for a given group of ηs. Assuming that121

the boundary where the polarization reversal takes place (the blue solid curve)122

represents the trace of fcrHe+, one can obtain ηH+ ∼ 83% and ηHe+ ∼ 17%.123

Substituting the obtained ηs and the observed ψ (Figure 2b) into Equations124

(2) and (7), one can obtain the theoretically estimated ellipticity ǫ∗B . As shown125

in Figure 2g, the polarization reversal boundary does exist for the ǫ∗B spectra126

and generally matches the observed boundary. However, the waves observed127

before 03:20 UT can not be seen in the predicted spectra, suggesting that the128

cutoff frequencies are overestimated. Considering that the background plasma129

density decreases prominently with L in the range where the wave exists (Figure130

1d), one can assume that ηs may also vary with L. Assuming that the cutoff131

frequencies lie just below the lowest frequencies of the observed intense waves,132

a group of ηs can be obtained by Equation (8): 92% H+ and 8% He+. As133

shown in Figure 2h, the predicted spectra contain the lower-frequency waves134

observed before 03:20 UT, but the predicted polarization reversal boundary135

does not match the observed boundary. In addition, a group of ηs is provided in136

Figure 2i for comparison, where both the cutoff frequency and the polarization137

distribution deviate from the observations significantly. These results suggest138

that the H+ abundance decreases from at least 92% at L ∼ 3.2 to approximately139

83% at L ∼ 3.5 where the polarization reversal takes place. Furthermore, these140

results verify that the observed waves should belong to the unguided mode, and141

the polarization reversal boundary is indeed the time series of fcrHe+.142

Two possible scenarios can explain the above phenomena. First, the source143

is in Region A, and the waves in Region B and Region C are the leaked waves144

from the source, as they are not guided by the ambient magnetic field. Second,145

the waves in Region A are parallelly excited while the waves in Region B and146

Region C are obliquely excited.147
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Figure 3: Wave growth analyses. (a) The observed magnetic power spectral
density PSDB . (b-c) Wave convective growth rates KH+ contributed by H+ at
different wave normal angles. The dotted curves trace the He+ crossover fre-
quencies while the dashed curves trace the He+ gyrofrequencies. (d) Minimum
H+ resonant energy Emin at a wave frequency of f = 5 Hz for different resonant
orders. The red curves mark the resonance for the current unguided mode. (e)
Distribution of the observed H+ phase space density FH+ in the E⊥ −E‖ space
at the time point 03:22 UT. The dotted line represents the resonant surface
for the fundamental resonance at the wave normal angle ψ = 0◦. (f-h) Energy
dependence of ∂FH+/∂α, ∂FH+/∂v⊥ and G∗

1H+ along the resonant surface as
shown in (e). Here α is the pitch angle, v⊥ is the perpendicular velocity of H+,
and G∗

1H+ is the integrating factor in the growth rate expression.
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Figure 4: The distribution of the refractive index RI in a plasma environment
with the ion abundance ratio ηH+: (a,b) distributed uniformly and (c,d) varied
with the L-shell. The coordinate system is established in the Earth’s dipole
field: the horizontal axis represents the radial distance to the dipole axis, while
the Z axis is along the dipole axis. Solid black curves trace the background
magnetic field estimated with the help of the T89 model.
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Wave Growth Mechanism148

To reveal the generation mechanism of the observed unguided mode waves,149

we first present the results of the linear convective growth rate in Figure 3.150

Figure 3b and Figure 3c show the convective growth rate distributions under151

the fixed ηs: ηH+ = 92% and ηHe+ = 8%. Positive growth rates appear below152

the local fcrHe+, covering the ranges of the observed intense L-mode waves in153

the inner L-shell (Figure 3a). No wave growth can be obtained above fcrHe+,154

due to the much higher resonant energy between H+ and R-mode (Figure 3d).155

This result eliminates the possibility that the observed oblique R-mode waves156

in the outer L-shell are excited locally. However, the highest magnitude of the157

convective growth rate KH+ is ∼ 10−7 m−1 for the parallel waves, therefore, he158

path-integrated wave gain should be a factor of at least ∼103 (7 e-foldings), to159

satisfy the growth of the observed intense waves from the background noise level160

(according to Figure 3a). This corresponds to an integrated traveling distance161

in the source adding up to ∼11 RE.162

Before the further explanation of wave growth, it is instructive to examine163

the exact potential source of the waves. Figure 3e displays the distribution of164

phase space density of proton FH+ and the resonant surface at 03:22 UT. As165

the minimum resonant energy is approximately 100 keV for the fundamental166

resonance of the parallel left-hand waves, the resonant surface avoids the hot167

H+ rings with lower energies, but crosses the ring with the energy range of ∼168

200 − 450 keV. The parameters crucial for the growth rate are presented in169

Figure 3f-h. The minimum of ∂FH+/∂α and the maximum of ∂FH+/∂v⊥ are170

both obtained at Ek ∼ 180 keV, where the ring emerges (Figure 3e). The final171

value of G∗
1H+ is positive from 100 keV to 350 keV and peaks at Ek ∼ 180 keV,172

indicating that these hot H+ with several hundreds of keV contribute to the173

potential excitation of the most intense waves in Region A.174

The waves within the inner L-shell are intense and predominated by field-175

aligned wave vectors and Poynting fluxes but become weaker and more oblique176

outside. Moreover, the waves observed in all these regions have almost a con-177

stant frequency range. This evidence strongly implies that the waves are gen-178

erated inside and propagated outward. The growth rate results further suggest179

this assumption by eliminating the possibility of oblique excitation for the outer180

right-hand waves. However, the most challenging problem is that the convec-181

tive growth rate is too small for the observed strong waves generated in any182

potential source region with a limited spatial range. According to the previ-183

ous analysis, an integrated traveling distance of ∼11 RE in the source region is184

needed for the full growth of the waves. It is reasonable to associate the con-185

vective growth process with some kind of wave trapping mechanism. As the hot186

ions are trapped in the narrow range of the L-shell, the azimuthal propagation187

of the waves may provide the required integrated distance in one-half of the188

drift circle. However, this scenario contradicts the observed parallel component189

of the Poynting fluxes. Considering that the intense quasi-parallel waves are190

just above the local cutoff frequency fcutHe+, where the unguided mode waves191

should be reflected. To investigate the possibility of wave trapping, the dis-192
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tributions of refractive indexes RI are calculated in the simplified background193

plasma environment. The magnetic fields are estimated using the T89 model,194

and the values along each filed line are calibrated by multiplying the factor195

Bobs/Bmodel (ratio of the observed and model estimated value at the intersec-196

tion point between satellite orbit and field line). The density distribution is197

calculated by ρ(MLAT ) = ρeq/ cos(MLAT ) with the help of the observations.198

As demonstrated in Figure 4a−b, in a plasma environment with constant ηs, the199

reflection interface where the refractive indexes RI decrease to zero is approxi-200

mately perpendicular to the equatorial plane, because the value of fcutHe+/fcH+201

remains the same while the value of fcutHe+ decreases with radial distance but202

increases with latitude due to the variation of the magnetic field. In the present203

case, the relative frequency fcutHe+/fcH+ should increase with ηHe+ (or decrease204

of ηH+, as shown in Figure 4c) at a higher L-shell, thus offsetting the effect of205

the magnetic field. The strong reflection interface formed by the locations of206

fcutHe+ (where RI = 0) is therefore approximately parallel to the equatorial207

plane, as shown in Figure 4d. The conjugate reflection interfaces in both sides208

of the equatorial plane may produce a trapping zone, within which some of the209

unguided mode waves will be trapped and experience the significant amplifica-210

tion to the observed intensity. In addition, as shown in Figure 2b, the plasma211

number density experiences a sharp change at approximately L = 3.48, which212

may result in a dramatic variation in ηs with L, and thus form a quasi-parallel213

or even negatively inclined reflection interface at the radial distance ∼ 3.2− 3.3214

RE. This is consistent with the strongest waves observed at L ∼ 3.2− 3.3 near215

the equator. Moreover, both the L-mode waves and the R-mode waves in Re-216

gion B possess almost the same magnitude of wave power (Figure 2), suggesting217

that they are the leaked waves from the inner trapping region. Following such218

a scenario, one can predict that the waves observed away from the trapping re-219

gion should propagate in the direction pointing from the trapping region to the220

observed position, which can explain the quasi-perpendicular waves observed in221

Region C.222

Discussion223

During the period from September 2013 to May 2018, another obvious event of224

unguided mode waves with a distinguishable crossover frequency was recorded225

by Probe A on 30 November 2015, when the satellite was outside the plasmas-226

phere (please see Supplementary Fig.4). A similar trend of the spatial variation227

of ion abundance ratios can be obtained based on plasma diagnostics (Sup-228

plementary Fig.5), indicating the potential existence of wave trapping. The229

intense L-mode waves are observed along with the enhancement of hot H+ with230

the energies of hundreds of keV, while the positive convective growth rates are231

obtained (Supplementary Fig.6). The magnitude of largest growth rates is ap-232

proximately several times of 10−7 m−1, which is inadequate for the waves to be233

amplified to the observed magnitude (more than 7 e-foldings) in an integrated234

distance less than 1 RE. As the waves are observed near the equatorial plane,235
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one can thus predict that the wave trapping mechanism may have played an236

important role in the amplification of the observed waves.237

The event in the previous section was recorded by Probe A. In fact, Probe B238

also recorded a wave event in the same area ∼ 2 hours ago. As shown in Supple-239

mentary Fig.4, the intense H+ band waves were observed at L ∼ 3.16,MLT ∼240

8.5 and MLAT ∼ −1.2, which were within exactly the same area of Probe-A-241

event. Comparing Figure 1 and Supplementary Fig.7, the background plasma242

conditions are also similar for these two probes during their respective passes,243

i.e., waves were observed just outside the plasmasphere, with the enhancement244

of hot protons of hundreds of keV. In the event of Probe B, a weak ‘tail’ toward245

the higher L-shell and larger value of f/fcH+ can also be observed. This ‘tail’246

can be explained by the outward propagation of the unguided mode waves. In247

addition, the intense waves are separated by an area where the signals are weak248

(Supplementary Fig.7e). In the meanwhile, the spatial fluctuation of density is249

obvious (Supplementary Fig.7b), which may indicate the sharp variation of ion250

abundance ratios. In this event, however, no obvious boundary of R-mode and251

L-mode can be distinguished, as shown in Supplementary Fig.8. Therefore, we252

can not determine the mode of these waves based on the observations. However,253

as the plasma conditions are the same as that of Probe-A-event, and the weak254

‘tail’ may indicate the propagation toward higher L−shell, it is reasonable to255

suppose that these waves are the unguided mode waves, being trapped and am-256

plified with the same mechanism as the waves in Probe-A-event (Supplementary257

Fig.9 and Supplementary Fig.10 show the growth rates). If so, as these waves258

do not have an obvious right-hand polarization, they can not be distinguished259

from the guided mode waves, maybe they are common in the radiation belt and260

are intermixed with the guided mode waves in the previous studies. The exact261

measurements of ion abundance ratios are needed for further identification of262

these different modes.263

From previous studies, the guided mode EMIC waves can scatter relativistic264

electrons via cyclotron resonance [48–52] or bounce resonance [53], and are finally265

damped by heating the ∼ 10 keV ring current ions via harmonic cyclotron reso-266

nances [54] or by heating the cold electrons up to a few hundred eV via Landau267

resonance [10, 55]. In the present event, the wavenumber of the intense L-mode268

waves is approximately 1×10−5 m−1 (Figure 4f), and the non-relativistic elec-269

tron gyrofrequency is approximately 24 kHz, therefore, the minimum resonant270

energy for the relativistic electrons is ∼ 10 MeV, corresponding to the highest271

energy of the relativistic electrons that have been detected [56]. In addition,272

as some waves could leak away from the source and propagate to the higher273

L-shell in an intermediate wave normal angle, if the background density does274

not decrease significantly, the parallel wavenumber should remain relatively un-275

changed while the electron gyrofrequency experiences a rapid decrease. In this276

case, one can predict a resonant scattering of the MeV electrons by the waves,277

in the core region of the radiation belt (L ∼ 4.0−5.0). In summary, the present278

study clearly demonstrates the existence of unguided mode EMIC waves in the279

radiation belt, and propose a trapping and amplification mechanism for explain-280

ing their origin. The results may have potential importance in the dynamics of281
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the earth’s radiation belt, and may provide inspiration for the investigations of282

the EMIC waves in the magnetosphere of other planets.283

Methods284

Extraction of Wave Properties285

The magnetic field data from MAG, and the electric field data from EFW are286

used to analyze the wave properties. The 64 Hz magnetic field data are processed287

through a 1024-point fast Fourier transform (FFT, without detrending) to ob-288

tain the magnetic spectral matrix. Singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis289

[57] is performed on the magnetic spectral matrix to estimate the wave normal290

angle, azimuthal angle, and wave polarization [57]. The 32 Hz two-dimensional291

electric field data from EFW are used to estimate the vector electric field, and292

the spin axis-aligned component is estimated with the assumption that E·B = 0.293

Then, a 512-point FFT is carried out for both the electric field and the mag-294

netic field (resampled to 32 Hz) to obtain the cross-power spectra, and thus, we295

obtain the Poynting vector [58].296

Plasma Diagnostics297

In the cold plasma, the following Stix parameters are helpful to investigate the298

dispersion relation [59]:299

L = 1−
∑

s

ω2
ps

ω(ω − Ωs)
, R = 1−

∑

s

ω2
ps

ω(ω +Ωs)
, P = 1−

∑

s

(ωps

ω

)2

, (1)

here ωps = (nsq
2
s/msε0)

1
2 and Ωs = qsB/ms are respectively the plasma300

frequency and the gyrofrequency of a particle species s.301

The crossover frequency fcr and the cutoff frequency fcut can connect the302

observations to the dispersion relation. fcr is the frequency where the L-mode303

and R-mode phase velocities are equal [60] and can be obtained by setting the304

Stix parameter L equal to R:305

∑

s

ω2
ps

ωcr(ωcr − Ωs)
=

∑

s

ω2
ps

ωcr(ωcr +Ωs)
. (2)

Considering the charge neutrality condition, the determination of full ion306

abundance ratios requires the values of at least two characteristic frequencies307

(except gyrofrequencies) to be known in H+, He+ and O+ plasma. However, if308

the O+ abundance ηO+ is much lower than the H+ abundance ηH+ and if the309

focused mode belongs to the H+ band which has a much larger frequency than310

the oxygen gyrofrequency ΩO+, then we have the following relations:311

−
ω2
pH+

ω(ω − ΩH+)
≫

ω2
pO+

ω(ω − ΩO+)
, when ΩHe+ < ω < ΩH+ (3)
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312

ω2
pHe+

ω(ω − ΩHe+)
≫

ω2
pO+

ω(ω − ΩO+)
, when ω → ΩHe+ (4)

313

ω2
pH+

ω(ω +ΩH+)
≫

ω2
pO+

ω(ω +ΩO+)
, when ΩHe+ < ω < ΩH+ (5)

314

ω2
pH+

ω2
≫

ω2
pO+

ω2
, when ΩHe+ < ω < ΩH+. (6)

Therefore, if the three-ion (H+, He+ and O+) plasma are approximated as two-315

ion (H+ and He+) plasma, i.e., the terms with oxygen plasma frequency ωpO+316

are dropped in Equation (1), the Stix parameters will have only a negligible317

change (example in Supplementary Fig.2). Under such an approximation, a318

group of ion abundance ratios (ηH+ and ηHe+) can be obtained by substitut-319

ing the observed value of ωcrHe+/ΩH+ into Equation (2). Consequently, the320

approximated dispersion relations for the modes in H+ band can be found.321

As the wave magnetic field vector is always perpendicular to the wave vector322

(i.e., B · k = 0), it is reasonable to define the polarization in terms of the wave323

magnetic field, which is perpendicular to k. As the sense of wave field rotation324

about the ambient magnetic field B0 remains the same for a certain polarization325

mode, it is convenient to define the handedness in terms of B0. Based on326

these considerations, the polarization state can be represented by the ellipticity327

ǫB , where negative values represent left-hand polarization (see Supplementary328

Figure 1). ǫB changes sign upon crossing fcr. For the observed polarization329

reversal, a validation of whether it represents the crossover frequency fcr can be330

performed by comparing the distribution of the observed ellipticity ǫB with the331

theoretically predicted ellipticity ǫ∗B . In the coordinate system with the z-axis332

along B0 and the y-axis perpendicular to the B0 − k plane, the ratio of the333

wave magnetic field can be expressed as [61, 62]:334

Bx

By

= −
(R− L)(P − n2 sin2 ψ)

P (R+ L− 2n2)
, (7)

where ψ is the wave normal angle. The field amplitude can be transformed into335

the coordinate system with the z-axis along k:336

B
′

x =
Bx

cosψ
, B

′

y = By, (8)

the theoretically predicted ellipticity ǫ∗B is then obtained considering that B
′

x337

and B
′

y are axes of the polarization ellipse.338

In summary, the ion abundance ratios are estimated as follows: first, esti-339

mate the potential crossover frequency from the observed polarization of H+
340

band waves; then, estimate the H+ and He+ abundance ratios by Equation341
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(1); finally, compare the observed ellipticity ǫB with the calculated theoretical342

ellipticity ǫ∗B for verification.343

The cutoff frequency fcut is the frequency where the phase velocity equals to344

zero [smith1964propagation], and can be obtained by setting the Stix parameter345

L equal to zero:346

1−
∑

s

ω2
ps

ωcut(ωcut − Ωs)
= 0. (9)

Theoretically, the vanishing of waves below the lowest frequency of the observed347

wave power spectrum (denoted as fmin) may be simply a result of a decrease of348

wave growth, which is due to the hot ion distribution and resonant conditions349

rather than the effect of the cutoff frequency. Therefore, the lower limit of the350

H+ abundance ratio can be estimated by inserting the relation fmin ≥ fcut into351

Equation (9).352

The Convective Growth Rate for Unguided Mode around353

H+ Gyrofrequency354

For a given ion phase space density distribution F (v‖, v⊥), the growth rate de-355

pends on the integration of the terms containing ∂F (v‖, v⊥)/∂v⊥ and ∂F (v‖, v⊥)/∂v‖356

along the resonant surface v‖ = (ω−mΩs)/k‖. Based on Kennel et al. [63], here,357

we derive a simplified form of the convective growth rate for the unguided mod-358

e near H+ gyrofrequency to better demontrate how the F (v‖, v⊥) distribution359

leads to wave growth. In the environment of the radiation belt, the Stix pa-360

rameter P dominates L, R and refractive index RI . One can thus simplify the361

imaginary part of the first order of the dispersion function:362

Im D(1)(ω,k) = −2π
∑

s

ω2
ps

ω
∣∣k‖

∣∣
∫ ∞

0

v⊥dv⊥

∫ +∞

−∞

dv‖
∑

m

δ(v‖ −
ω −mΩs

k‖
)363

· 2Pv⊥
[
R+ L− 2R2

I

]
G∗

1s, (10)364

where365

G∗
1s ≈ G1s

1

2 [R+ L− 2R2
I ]

[
2(L−R2

I)J
2
m+1 + 2(R− n2)J2

m−1 +R2
I sin

2 ψ(Jm+1 − Jm−1)
2
]

366

=

(
∂F̄s

∂v⊥
−
k‖

ω

∂F̄s

∂α

)
·

[
L−R2

I

R+ L− 2R2
I

Jm+1 +
R−R2

I

R+ L− 2R2
I

Jm−1

]2
. (11)367

Following [64], express the magnitude of convective growth rate ki as368

ki = −
Im D(1)(ω,k)

k̂ · ∂D(0)/∂k
, (12)369

here370

∂D(0)

∂k
=

8P

k
[cos2 ψ R4

I −RL]. (13)371
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Considering that the group velocity points in nearly the same direction as the372

wave vector for the unguided mode, one can finally express the component of373

ki in the group velocity direction as:374

Ki = −k̂ · v̂gki375

≈ −ki376

≈
1

2
π2

∑

s

k ω2
ps∣∣k‖
∣∣ω

R+ L− 2R2
I

RL− cos2 ψR4
I

∫ ∞

0

v2⊥G
∗
1sdv⊥. (14)377

It can be proven that the product of the factors outside the integral is greater378

than zero, therefore, the values of G∗
1s represent the contribution to wave growth379

by hot ions with a given energy range.380

The derivatives of the phase space density (F = j/p2) with respect to the381

energy E and pitch angle α for each ion species can be obtained based on obser-382

vation. As the major ions H+ dominate the wave growth, here the phase space383

density F is estimated approximately from the H+ flux collected by HOPE and384

RBSPICE. HOPE measures the H+ flux (jH+) with the energy from several eV385

to ∼ 50 keV, while the RBSPICE measures jH+ from ∼ 50 keV to ∼ 600 keV.386

These two energy ranges cover the main structures of the ring current H+ and387

are sufficient to evaluate the linear instability. The HOPE flux is multiplied by388

a factor of 3 so that the mismatch between the low-energy part of RBSPICE389

and the high-energy part of HOPE can be eliminated [65, 66]. The distribution390

of F (E,α) is fitted along pitch angle α for each fixed energy channel, and the391

required derivatives are then approximated with the help of B-spline interpola-392

tion. The details regarding this technique follow [67]. D(0) and D(1) also depend393

on the background magnetic field, the plasma number density ne and the ion394

abundance ratios ηs = ns/ne (where s denotes the particle species). The mag-395

netic field is measured by MAG, the local plasma density is measured HFR, and396

the ion abundance ratios are determined via the plasma diagnostics.397

Data Availability398

The particle data are available from http://www.RBSP-ect.lanl.gov/ and399

http://rbspice.ftecs.com/Data.html. The electric field data are available400

from http://www.space.umn.edu/rbspefw-data/. The magnetic field data401

are available from http://emfisis.physics.uiowa.edu/Flight/. The mag-402

netic field model can be obtained from http://geo.phys.spbu.ru/%7etsyganenko/403

modeling.html. The geomagnetic indices are available from https://omniweb.404

gsfc.nasa.gov/405
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Figures

Figure 1

Overview of the background conditions of the wave event recorded by Van Allen Probe A on 15 December
2015 (see Manuscript �le for full caption.)



Figure 2

Analyses of wave properties and wave mode. (see Manuscript �le for full caption.)



Figure 3

Wave growth analyses. (see Manuscript �le for full caption.)



Figure 4

The distribution of the refractive index RI in a plasma environment with the ion abundance ratio nH+ (see
Manuscript �le for full caption.)
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